Evidence for G beta gamma-mediated cross-talk in primary cultures of lung alveolar cells. Pertussis toxin-sensitive production of cAMP.
In the presence of activated Gs alpha, the beta gamma complex of heterotrimeric G proteins (beta gamma) stimulates adenylyl cyclase (AC) in membranes prepared from cells expressing recombinant AC II or AC IV. Conditional stimulation of AC by beta gamma has been hypothesized to integrate cross-talk between Gs- and non-Gs-coupled regulation of cellular cAMP (Tang, W. J., and Gilman, A. G. (1991) Science 254, 1500-1503). Although observations in cells expressing recombinant receptors, G alpha s, and AC support this hypothesis (Federman, A. D., Conklin, B. R., Schrader, K. A., Reed, R. R., and Bourne, H. R. (1992) Nature 356, 159-161), this mechanism has not been investigated in differentiated cells. Expression of AC II has been reported only in lung, olfactory, and brain tissue. We found that rat lung alveolar type II cells express AC II and IV. Therefore, we hypothesized that beta gamma conditionally stimulates AC in type II cells. Consistent with this hypothesis, we found that the alpha 2-adrenergic agonist UK14304 did not affect basal cAMP in type II cells but potentiated terbutaline-stimulated cAMP accumulation. Treatment of cells with pertussis toxin partially inhibited terbutaline-stimulated cAMP accumulation and completely inhibited the effects of UK14304. In type II cell membranes, purified beta gamma tripled the terbutaline-stimulated increase in AC activity. In contrast, beta gamma inhibited AC activity in the absence of terbutaline. The addition of purified Go alpha blocked beta gamma-induced effects. In summary, type II cells expressing endogenous AC II and IV regulate cAMP accumulation and AC activity in a manner consistent with conditional stimulation by beta gamma. These observations support the overall hypothesis that conditional stimulation of AC by beta gamma integrates cross-talk between signal transduction systems in differentiated cells.